Progress Meeting and Discussion of Extension

Date: October 20, 1999

Attending: Craig Marvick
Dr Reg Souleyrette
Richard Storm
Jerry Shadewald

- Project Extension
  1. Looking to extend project through next semester at no additional cost
  2. Looks to require fewer hours than originally anticipated; therefore, should have plenty of money to fund next semester.
  3. Will still provide original agreed upon deliverables by December

- Next Semester’s Area of Work
  Richard – Incorporate the Barton-Aschman report into the model calibration and validation tools.
  Jerry – Integrate link capacities and access management.

- Progress
  1. Craig felt that the project was progressing fine
  2. MPO input has been useful in finding and eliminating problems

- MapInfo
  1. Replace FORTRAN with Visual Basic
  2. Clean-up documentation
  3. Add additional tools if time available